Activities for the RED animals:

1. **Asian elephants**
   - Asian elephants live in a: **FOREST habitat** (CLUE: also known as the jungle)
   - Circle the words that describe this habitat:
     - Hot
     - Cold
     - Humid
     - Rainy
     - Sunny
     - Icy

   Look at the signs around the elephants and fill in the blanks:
   1. An elephant uses its _TRUNK_ to smell, snorkel, trumpet and pick things up.
   2. Elephants have very good _MEMORIES_ which help them remember where watering holes are.
   3. Elephants are threatened by poaching and the loss of their _HABITAT_.

2. **African hunting dogs**
   - African hunting dogs live in a: **SAVANNA habitat**
   - Circle the words that describe this habitat:
     - Hot
     - Rainy
     - Cold
     - Dry
     - Sunny
     - Icy

   Match the feature to how it helps the dogs:
   - Large ears: To spot each other easily
   - White tail tip: The blend into the background
   - Patchy coloured fur: To listen for prey and hear where the pack is

3. **African black footed penguins**
   - Penguins live in an: **OCEAN habitat**
   - Circle the words that describe this habitat:
     - Wet
     - Dry
     - Hot
     - Cold
     - Salty

   Draw a habitat for our penguin:
   - NB—our penguins live on the coast of Africa, so look for:
     - Beach
     - Cliffs
     - Rocks
     - Ocean
     - Sea creatures

   NOTE—only 4 of the 18 species of penguin live in the Antarctic. The rest live across the southern hemisphere.

Fun facts for the BLUE animals:

**LOOK OUT FOR** our **sealions** opening their nostrils when they surface.
- They can close them to stop water getting in.

**DID YOU KNOW** the **red panda’s** large tail helps it balance, as well as acting like a pillow when they sleep.

**DID YOU KNOW** chimpanzees have big toes like our thumbs, so they can pick things up with their feet.

**Ring-tailed lemurs** hold their stripy tails in the air so the others can always spot them.

**Brown bears** have a lump of muscles on their backs which makes them extremely good diggers!

**Otters’** powerful tails act like a boat rudder, helping them steer through the water.
- The **giraffe’s** tongue is so long it can lick its own eyes!

**Wolverine** babies are born white to blend in to their snowy habitat.